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Abstract Titanium dioxide nanopowders doped with dif-

ferent amounts of Fe ions were prepared by coprecipitation

method. Obtained materials were characterized by structural

(XRD), morphological (TEM and SEM), optical (UV/vis

reflection and photoluminescence, and Raman), and ana-

lytical techniques (XPS and ICP-OES). XRD analysis

revealed rutile crystalline phase for doped and undoped

titanium dioxide obtained in the same manner. Diameter of

the particles was 5–7 nm. The presence of iron ions was

confirmed by XPS and ICP-OES. Doping process moved

absorption threshold of TiO2 into visible spectrum range.

Photocatalytic activity was also checked. Doped nanopow-

ders showed normal and up-converted photoluminescence.
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Introduction

Since its commercial production in the early 20th century,

titanium dioxide (TiO2) has been widely used as a pigment

[1] and in sunscreens [2, 3], paints [4], ointments, tooth-

paste [5], etc. In 1972, Fujishima and Honda [6–8]

discovered the phenomenon of photocatalytic splitting of

water on a TiO2 electrode under ultraviolet (UV) light.

Since then, enormous efforts have been devoted to the

research of TiO2 material, which has led to many promis-

ing applications in areas ranging from photovoltaics and

photocatalysis to photo/electrochromics and sensors [9–

12]. These applications can be roughly divided into

‘‘energy’’ and ‘‘environmental’’ categories, many of which

depend not only on the properties of the TiO2 material

itself but also on the modifications of the TiO2 material

host (e.g., with inorganic and organic dyes) and on the

interactions of TiO2 materials with the environment [13].

An exponential growth of research activities has been

seen in nanoscience and nanotechnology in the past dec-

ades [14–18]. New physical and chemical properties

emerge when the size of the material becomes smaller and

smaller, and down to the nanometer scale. Among the

unique properties of nanomaterials, the movement of

electrons and holes in semiconductor nanomaterials is

primarily governed by the well-known quantum confine-

ment and the transport properties related to phonons and

photons are largely affected by the size and geometry of

the materials [14–17]. The specific surface area and sur-

face-to-volume ratio increases dramatically as the size of a

material decreases [14, 19]. The high surface area brought

about by the small particle size is beneficial to many TiO2-

based devices, as it facilitates reaction/interaction between

the devices and the interacting media, which mainly

occurs on the surface or at the interface and strongly

depends on the surface area of the material. Thus, the

performance of TiO2-based devices is largely influenced

by the sizes of the TiO2 building units, apparently at the

nanometer scale.
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Titanium dioxide can be obtained in three crystalline

phases: anatase, rutile, and brookite. The most stable phase

is rutile and it is usually obtained after annealing at tem-

perature above 500 �C [20]. TiO2 is transparent normally

in the visible light region; its band gap is 3.0 eV for rutile

and 3.2 eV for anatase crystalline phase. By doping or

sensitization, it is possible to improve the optical activity of

TiO2 and to move its absorption threshold into the visible

light region.

The subject of this work is the synthesis by low tem-

perature coprecipitation method of Fe-doped TiO2

nanopowders and their characterization. Several concen-

trations of Fe ions were implied. Detailed characterization

was conducted and photodegradation of mecoprop was

chosen as a probe reaction for evaluation of photocatalytic

activity of prepared samples. The relationship between

optical properties (PL) and photoactivity of samples is

discussed.

Experimental Section

All chemicals used were of p.a. purity and were used

without further purification. Triply distilled water was used

for aqueous solutions.

Fe-doped TiO2 powders were prepared by a modified

synthetic procedure of Abazović et al. [21]. An appropriate

amount of FeCl3 (Aldrich) was dissolved in 200 mL of

triply distilled water. Then, 5 mL of TiCl4 (Fluka) pre-

chilled to -20 �C was added dropwise into solution

containing FeCl3 under stirring. After 2 h of stirring at

room temperature, the obtained dispersions were heated

and kept at 50 �C for 16 h with constant stirring. The

resulting precipitates were dialyzed against water until test

reaction for Cl- ions was negative and subsequently dried

in vacuum at 40 �C. Pure TiO2 powder was synthesized in

the same manner, without FeCl3 in the reaction solution.

The obtained powders were characterized by several

techniques. For UV/vis spectrometry a Perkin–Elmer k-35

spectrophotometer, equipped with reflectance accessory

and referenced with BaSO4, was used. Photoluminescence

was measured using a Perkin–Elmer LS-3b instrument.

Raman spectra were obtained using a Raman system

R-2001TM.

The X-ray diffraction measurements of the powders

were performed on a Philips PW1710 diffractometer.

Microstructural characterization of the iron ions doped

TiO2 nanopowders was carried out on a Philips EM-400

transmission electron microscope operated at 100 kV and

on a Cambridge 250MKIII scanning electron microscope.

Samples for TEM analysis were dispersed in methanol,

ultrasonicated for 1 h and deposited on C-coated Cu grids.

Samples for SEM were deposited on carbon tapes.

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measure-

ments were carried out on a VG Scientific ESCALAB 210

spectrometer using non-monochromatic MgKa radiation.

The calibration of peak position was made using the Ag

3d5/2 line at 368.26 eV of a standard silver foil, used as a

reference sample. It was in situ sputtered with argon ions in

order to remove the surface oxide and acquire a clean

reference spectrum. We used C1s to calibrate the peak

positions after experimental acquisitions, because on the

surface region carbon was well detected and unequivocally

associated to adventitious carbon (for air exposure of the

samples) expected at 285 eV of binding energy [22].

Chemical quantitative analysis was performed by

inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy

(Spectroflame ICP, 2.5 kW, 27 MHz). ICP-OES analysis

was performed by measuring the intensity of radiation of

the specific wavelengths emitted by each element. The

samples dispersed in liquid were introduced into the

plasma as aerosol, where they were vaporized, atomized,

and excited.

Photocatalytic degradation was carried out in a cell

made of Pyrex glass (total volume of ca. 40 mL, liquid

layer thickness 35 mm), with a plain window on which

the light beam was focused, equipped with a magnetic

stirring bar and a water circulating jacket. A 125 W

medium-pressure mercury lamp (Philips, HPL-N, emission

bands in the UV region at 304, 314, 335, and 366 nm,

with maximum emission at 366 nm), together with an

appropriate concave mirror, was used as the radiation

source.

Experiments were carried out using 20 mL of the solu-

tion of mecoprop (2.7 mmol dm-3) and 40 mg of catalyst.

Herbicide mecoprop (RS-2-(4-chloro-otolyloxy) propionic

acid, C10H11ClO3) was chosen as a model compound of a

photodegradable organic waste substance in water because

of its worldwide use for the selective control of many

annual and some perennial weeds and because it is the

herbicide most often found in drinking water [23, 24].The

aqueous suspensions were sonicated in the dark for 15 min

before illumination, to make the photocatalyst particles

uniform and attain adsorption equilibrium. The suspensions

thus obtained were thermostated at 40 ± 0.5 �C, in a

stream of O2 and then irradiated. During the irradiation, the

mixtures were stirred at a constant speed.

Photocatalytic activity was checked on a spectropho-

tometer (Secomam anthelie Advanced 2). Namely,

0.25 cm3 aliquots of the samples were taken at different

illumination times and diluted to 10.00 cm3 with double

distilled water. The suspensions containing photocatalyst

were filtered through Millipore (Milex-GV, 0.22 lm)

membrane filters and spectra were recorded on a spectro-

photometer. Kinetics of the aromatic ring degradation was

monitored at 228 nm.
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Results and Discussion

The crystal phase of the prepared powders was rutile as can

be seen in Fig. 1. All XRD peaks ((110), (101), (111),

(210), (211), and (220)) correspond to rutile crystal struc-

ture [25]. The diameter of the particles was calculated

using the Scherrer diffraction formula, relating the dif-

fraction angular width (b) at the half height of the (101)

diffraction peak, to the domain size:

D ¼ k k
b cos h

ð1Þ

where k is a geometrical factor taken to be 0.89,

k = 1.541 Å is the X-ray wavelength, and h is the dif-

fraction angle of the most prominent peak for rutile

structure (2h * 27.4�). We found that Fe-doped TiO2

crystal domains are in the range from 5 to 7 nm in diam-

eter. X-ray structural analysis of doped samples showed

that the samples had typical peaks of rutile structure

without any detectable dopant related peaks. The dopant

ions may have been moved either into interstitial positions

or substitutional sites of the TiO2 nanocrystal structure, or

their concentration was too low to be detected.

Raman spectra of our samples are consistent with

XRD data and suggested pure rutile structure as can be

seen in Fig. 2. According to literature data, rutile fea-

tures in the Raman spectra are bands at 241, 444, and

607 cm-1 [26]. Our pure TiO2 and doped TiO2 powders

have bands at 435 and 600 cm-1. Band at 241 cm-1 is

not visible in our spectra, due to technical limitations of

the Raman device. The Raman peak broadening and

small frequency blue-shifting compared to literature [26]

might be attributed to variation of particle sizes or

the stoichiometry in the samples (oxygen vacancies)

[27, 28].

In Fig. 3 a typical TEM images of pure (A) and Fe-

doped (B) TiO2 powder nanoparticles can be seen. For both

materials flower-like agglomerates with diameters in the

size range from 100 to 150 nm can be observed. Flower-

like agglomerates consist of nanorods with 5–10 nm

diameters. Similar morphology was observed after pro-

longed aging at room temperature of titania particles

prepared by acidic hydrolysis of titanium tetrabutoxide in

reverse micelles [25]. In Fig. 3b spherical nanoparticles

with 5–10 nm diameters can also be seen. The formation of

well-defined TiO2 nanorods most likely can be explained

by the prolonged aging at elevated temperature. This is in

agreement with literature data concerning hydrothermal

synthesis of TiO2 rods [21, 29, 30].

Diameters are in good agreement with the diameters

obtained from XRD measurements using the Scherrer dif-

fraction formula. Similar TiO2 morphology was observed

for all dopant concentrations.

SEM images of the Fe-doped TiO2 agglomerates are

presented in Fig. 4. The sizes of agglomerates were of

broad distribution and could not be determined exactly

from the SEM images. It is obvious that the particles

agglomerated during synthesis and drying, but they could

be re-dispersed in appropriate solvent using an ultrasonic

bath. Samples for SEM were prepared by direct deposition

of powder on carbon tapes so agglomerates were obser-

vable. Agglomerates of TiO2 particles doped with 10 at.%

of Fe have smaller sizes (Fig. 4a) than agglomerates of

TiO2 particles doped with 20 at.% of Fe, but their size

distribution was narrower (Fig. 4b).

Fig. 1 XRD pattern of pure and Fe-doped TiO2 nanopowders with

atomic percent (stoichiometric concentration) of dopant ions: 1.0%;

2.5%; 3.10%; and 4.20%

Fig. 2 Raman spectra of pure and Fe-doped TiO2 nanopowders with

atomic percent (stoichiometric concentration) of dopant ions: 1.0%;

2.5%; 3.10%; and 4.20%
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In order to reveal the presence of iron ions in our

samples, which was not confirmed by XRD measurements,

and to define oxidation state of Fe ions, we have examined

three areas of the XPS spectrum of our samples: the Ti 2p

region between 455 and 470 eV (Fig. 5a), the O 1s region

between 525 and 535 eV (Fig. 5b) and the Fe 2p3/2 region

near 710 eV (Fig. 5c). It must be noted that in all spectra

peak at around 284.6 eV was found (not presented in

Fig. 5a), corresponding to carbon impurities, arising

probably from the background of XPS test or the residual

precursors. The Ti 2p1/2 and Ti 2p3/2 spin-orbital splitting

photoelectrons for all samples are located at binding

energies of 464.6 and 458.9 eV, respectively, as can be

seen in Fig. 5a. These data are in excellent agreement with

data obtained by Zhu et al. [31]. It seems that these ener-

gies are not affected by doping with iron ions. Although,

due to the low concentration of iron, the shift of Ti 2p

peaks could have been below the detection limit. No Ti3?

species were observed in XPS. The absence of peak

broadening of Ti 2p3/2 signals (FWHM was about 1.4 eV

for all samples) may also indicate the presence of Ti4?

species only [32], and good crystallization for all samples

[33]. Figure 5b shows the O 1s core level spectra of pure

and doped TiO2. The peak at 530.1 eV for all samples is

due to O2- ion in the TiO2 lattice. In all spectra at higher

binding energy a shoulder is observed (the spectrum of

10% Fe–TiO2 shows a second peak located at a binding

energy of 532.6 eV), which can be attributed to the surface

hydroxyl groups of chemisorbed water molecules on the

titania [33, 34] or this is the way in which presence of Fe

ions influences the TiO2 matrix. The atomic weight ratio of

O to Ti in samples increases with doping: from pure TiO2:

1.955; 10% Fe-TiO2: 2.3; to 20% Fe-TiO2: 3. The XPS

spectrum of Fe is very weak (Fig. 5c) due to the low

doping level. The presence of Fe ions was detected only in

20% Fe–TiO2 sample, estimated concentration being about

0.2%. The Fe ions could not be detected in 10% Fe–TiO2

due to detection limit of instrument, but their presence can

be indirectly assumed from O/Ti ratio (2.3), as mentioned

before. The binding energies from 711.0 to 711.8 eV and

from 725.4 to 726.0 eV should be assigned to 2p3/2 and

2p1/2 of Fe3?, respectively. These data exhibit a small shift

Fig. 3 Typical TEM images

of pure TiO2 (a) and 10 at.%

Fe–TiO2 (b)

Fig. 4 Typical SEM images of

TiO2 powders doped with

10 at.% Fe (a) and 20 at.% Fe

(b)
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compared to those in Fe2O3 (711.3 eV for 2p3/2) probably

indicative of more positively charged surface due to dif-

fusion of the Fe3? in TiO2 lattice and possible formation of

the Fe–O–Ti bond in the sample [35]. Also it can be seen in

Fig. 5c that Fe 2p3/2 peak can be decomposed in several

contributions corresponding to different oxidation states of

iron. The main contribution can be attributed to Fe3? ions

(peak 1, binding energy at 710.9 eV) and the other to Fe2?

ions (peak 2, binding energy at 712.8 eV). These state-

ments can be supported with the presence of characteristic

satellite peaks at *720 eV for Fe3? (peak 3) and at

*716 eV for for Fe?2 (peak 4), well established for Fe 2p

spectra for Fe2O3 and FeO, respectively [36].

Concentration of Fe ions in TiO2 matrix was also

checked by emission spectroscopy using ICP instrument.

Measurements confirmed that real concentration of Fe in

TiO2 matrix is much lower compared to stoichiometric

values, as can be seen in Table 1.

Influence of doping on UV/Vis spectral properties of

TiO2 is clearly evident in Fig. 6, and it is manifested by

change of the color of doped powders from light to dark

yellow. Reflection spectra of all doped samples contain

shoulder at 500 nm, with intensity increasing with Fe3?

concentration [31]. Pure TiO2 has sharp decrease of

reflection around 420 nm which corresponds to rutile band

gap of *3.0 eV. The band gap energy of doped TiO2

samples decrease with increasing Fe concentration—from

3 eV for pure TiO2 to *2.3 eV for 20 at.% Fe–TiO2. This

indicates that photocatalytic activity of TiO2 could be

probably influenced by Fe-doping.

The influence of Fe-doping on intrinsic TiO2 photocat-

alytic activity was studied using photocatalytic degradation

of mecoprop, under UV light irradiation. The results are

presented in Fig. 7 together with results obtained using

commercially available Degussa P25 TiO2. Iron ions can

act in different ways with photogenerated charges [37], as

Fig. 5 XPS spectra of pure and

doped TiO2 samples: Ti 2p

energy region (a), O 1s energy

region (b), and Fe 2p energy

region together with

deconvolution of the Fe 2p3/2 (c)

Table 1 Concentration of Fe in doped TiO2 powders, determined by

ICP-OES

Sample (% Fe–TiO2) Fe at.%

0.0 0.03

2.5 0.20

5.0 0.43

10.0 1.00

20.0 1.70
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recombination centre or as charge transfer centre, accord-

ing to reactions (Eqs. 2–6):

TiO2 þ hm ! ecb þ hvb ð2Þ

Fe3þ þ ecb ! Fe2þ ð3Þ

Fe3þ þ hvb ! Fe4þ ð4Þ

Fe4þ þ ecb ! Fe3þ ð5Þ

Fe2þ þ hvb ! Fe3þ ð6Þ
As can be seen in Fig. 7, doping with Fe3? ions reduces

photocatalytic activity of degradation of mecoprop. All

doped samples showed reduced photocatalytic activity

compared to pure rutile and P25 (Table 2). Literature data

concerning influence of Fe doping on TiO2 photocatalytic

activity, showed critical dependence on the method of

preparation and choice of compound whose degradation

was followed [38–40]. In the case of high doping con-

centrations, iron ions act mainly as recombination centers

for photogenerated electrons (ecb) and holes (hvb) (Eqs.

3–6), the species essential for the production of radicals

responsible for mecoprop degradation [24]. As usual,

Degussa P25 TiO2, showed the best photocatalytic activity

due to its mixed anatase/rutile phase composition which

significantly reduces recombination probability [41].

Doping of TiO2 with iron ions is also beneficial for

introducing oxygen vacancies in/on the crystal lattice or

surface of TiO2 [42]. When oxygen vacancies are on or

near the particle surface, they can favor adsorption of water

and the formation of surface hydroxyl groups (we have

many hydroxyl groups on the surface of samples observed

by XPS), which can promote photocatalytic activity. Since

it did not happen in our experiments we assumed that

oxygen vacancies are mainly inside the nanoparticles. We

checked their existence by PL spectra measurements. A

typical PL spectra of Fe-doped TiO2 dispersions (2.5 at.%

of Fe), with two different excitation energies, are presented

in Fig. 8. One excitation energy is higher than the band gap

energy of TiO2 (4.1 eV) and the other is lower (2.07 eV).

In the later case, the observed phenomenon is so called up-

conversion (UC)—the observation of an emission at ener-

gies higher than the excitation energy [21, 30]. It can be

noticed that UC spectra have the same position of peaks/

shoulders and similar intensities compared to the normal

PL spectrum. Broad emission in the spectral range from

325 to 400 nm was observed as well as the presence of

well-resolved peaks/shoulders at 425, 447, 465, 490, and

537 nm.

High energy peaks can be assigned to band edge lumi-

nescence of the TiO2 particles, while lower energy peaks/

shoulders are induced by the presence of the oxygen

vacancies [21, 30]. Among the other facts, it seems that

radiative recombination of photogenerated charge carriers

Fig. 6 UV/vis reflectance spectra of pure TiO2 and TiO2 doped with

different at.% of Fe ions, indicated in the figure

Fig. 7 Kinetics of mecoprop degradation (2.7 mmol dm-3) under

UV irradiation monitored by spectrophotometry, in the presence of

Fe–TiO2 with various amounts of Fe ions, pure TiO2 and Degussa P25

Catalyst amounts: 2 mg cm-3

Table 2 Effect of at.% Fe in catalysts on mecoprop photocatalytic

degradation rate with UV light

Sample (% Fe–TiO2) 103 k0 (min-1)a rb

Degussa P25 0.58 0.855

0.0 0.42 0.995

2.5 0.24 0.966

5.0 0.18 0.993

10.0 0.15 0.973

20.0 0.06 0.999

a Pseudo first-order rate constant determined for the first 90 min of

irradiation
b Linear regression coefficient
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through oxygen vacancy–cascade can also be considered as

the process which can decrease the photocatalytic activity

of iron doped TiO2.

Conclusion

TiO2 nanopowders doped with different concentration of

Fe ions were synthesized by coprecipitation method.

Applied synthetic procedure induced formation of pure

rutile crystalline structure. TEM measurements revealed

formation of flower-like agglomerates with diameters in

the size range from 100 to 150 nm. XPS measurements

showed that Fe ions are mainly in Fe3? oxidation state and

that concentrations of incorporated iron ions are much

lower than stoichiometric. Doping with Fe ions has great

influence on optical characteristics of the host material.

Reflection measurements showed that doping of TiO2 with

Fe3? causes shift of the absorption threshold toward visible

spectral region. No increase of TiO2 photocatalytic activity

after doping, was observed. The induced photolumines-

cence as well as the decrease of photocatalytic activity is

probably the consequence of the introduction of oxygen

vacancies through doping procedure. For higher dopant

concentrations ([5%, stoichometric concentration) also

recombination of photogenerated charge carriers occurs

with higher probability.
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